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“

“In DIY you bust your gut and it sometimes
feels like you don’t get much in return. But there
are exceptions to every rule. Hot Damn and
Hell Yeah is an indispensable vegan cookbook,
especially if you want to cook Mexican style
food. There recipes are clear and simple,and
avoid overly esoteric ingredients. Points also
go to the amazing - and I mean really amazing
- cartoons of skeletons on pretty much every
page. It’s a nice change from the normal clip
art carrots and cauliflowers that most of my
vegan cookbooks seem to have.” - Last Hours
Magazine

“This is a split/flipside cookbook, both featuring
recipes for the gluttonous, non-dieting vegan.
Hot Damn focuses mostly on Mexican cooking
(Mexican being one of the more vegan-friendly
cuisines out there), along with some curries,
and The Dirty South Cookbook has a lot of
down-home, deep-fried southern recipes. Both
cookbooks contain a lot of comfort food, which
is understandable + if I were a vegan too, the
last thing I’d want is a thousand recipes whose
main ingredient is carrot sticks or grass or twigs
or whatever the hell it is that vegans eat.”
-ReadJunk

Hot Damn and Hell Yeah is a cookbook
opting for a casual approach to vegan cooking
by ensuring the recipes are straightforward
and the majority of ingredients are familiar
and easy enough to find in the standard
grocery store. The priority is placed on taste
and providing delicious vegan incarnations
of typical Southwestern food rather than
prioritizing health and nutrition value at
the expense of flavor. The book features
a lighthearted, thematic design and layout,
as well as custom illustrations of skeletal
characters in the old southwest. Among the
many tantalizing recipes the reader can look
forward to are corn dogs, fried jalapeno
poppers, savory beer bread, sweet potato
drop biscuits, and salted bourbon caramel
pecan squares. This updated edition
contains 60 brand-new recipes as well as
revised versions of all of previous recipes.
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A
one-of-a-kind
vegan
cookbook,
providing
straightforward vegan recipes
for many popular and familiar
southwestern/southern foods
without obscure ingredients
or convoluted instructions.

Ryan Splint is the co-author of Hot Damn
& Hell Yeah / The Dirty South Cookbook. He
lives in Vancouver, BC.

A small, charming, and innovative publishing
house, Microcosm Publishing specializes
in work designed to make the reader feel good
about being alive, take an active role in bettering
their life, and impact the world around them.
Microcosm has developed a reputation for
teaching self-empowerment, showing hidden
histories, and fostering creativity through
challenging conventional publishing wisdom,
with books and bookettes about DIY skills,
food, zines, and art. The then-distro and recordlabel was founded in Cleveland, OH in 1996
and is now based in Portland, OR. Microcosm
constantly strives to be recognized for our spirit,
creativity, and value. Our books are printed by
union workers in the U.S. and we are moving
towards all production using post-consumer
papers, with vegan inks and bindings. Further,
while only 25-35% of authors are women, over
50% of the books we publish are by women.
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